
FIREWALLS - TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

THE BASICS
A firewall is often the first line of defence
for an internal network. lts primary task
is to enforce a security policy between
different zones of trust on a network -
typical zones would include an internal
network, the internet, a private demili-
tarised zone (DMZ) for mail and web
servers or possibly a padner company's
network. Typically, the firewall will act as

a gateway between zones of trust and
route traffic at the lP layer between
them. There are three common types of
firewall technology; packet filter, proxy

and fully stateful.
Packet Filter Firewalls - commonly

seen on routers or consumer-grade fire-
walls, packet filter firewalls can either
block or admit packets of data based on

their source and destination lP address-
es and ports. Administration is often car-
ried out via the command line and can

be cumbersome for complex environ-
ments. Packet filters have no inherent
intelligence and they are not application
layer-aware.

Proxy Firewalls - proxy firewalls estab-
lish connections to remote systems on

behalf of the client, while enforcing a

security policy. Typically software based,

they will run on most desktop and server
operating systems. Commonly, a proxy

firewall would also be able to provide

additional services such as logging,
authentication and caching.

Fully Stateful Firewalls - arguably the
most secure and certainly the most pop-
ular, a fully stateful firewall watches con-
nections made in and out of a network
and builds a state table of all connec-
tions passing through it.

CHOOS'AIG YOUR FIREWALL
One very impoftant factor in selecting the
appropriate firewall is its ability to inte-

grate into your existing network environ-
ment. lntegration issues to consider
should include the type and number of
physical intedaces, compatibility with any
existing firewalls or the ability to connect
to existing internal directory services.

ln terms of inter-faces, software firewalls
will typically be able to support as many
interfaces as the chosen host operating
system (OS) and hardware. Firewall
appliances tend to be restricted to a

handful of proprietary cards and the
number of interfaces flxed. Often,
because proprietary cards are only avail-
able from the manufacturer, large premi-

ums are charged for simple interfaces
that in commodity hardware would only
cost a few pounds.

INTEGRATION
Most firewalls will not directly integrate
with a different manufacturer's products;

however, most firewall products use the

open lnternet Protocol Security (lPSec)

standard to participate in VPN tunnels.
Earlier lPSec implementations were quite
poor, and trying to get two products from
the same manufacturer to communicate
could be a real challenge in iiself. ln the
last few years the market has matured
and it is possible for almost any lPSec
firewall to build a tunnel to vidually any

other lPSec firewall.
Obviously, some are more effective

than others and it is important to check
with the manufacturers about communi-
cation between products first.

PERFORMANCE AND
EFFICIENCY
Much is made of firewall performance
within the market. Most of the appli-
ances within the market sector that we
are testing for will easily pass over
10Omb/second of traffic. Due to the

high price of telecoms in the UK, the

vast majority of these firewalls will not
get near their maximum caPacitY
because of bottlenecking at the internet
connection by the ISP Some organisa-
tions do use firewalls between internal
network segments or on tiered DMZs,

but, even then, for the vast majoritY

of deployments capacity will not
exceed demand.

However, what does imPact firewall
performance is VPN encryption and

additional software proxies available on

some products. The straight-line per-

formance figures quoted by most man-

ufacturers will often have little to do with
complex real-world deployments.

Most commercial firewalls will offer

stateful inspection and VPN abilities
'out of the box', but in terms of value,
there is a great deal of scope within the

markei. Many of the smaller products
offer bolt-ons, either free or at a rela-

tively low cost in order to make up for
their shortcomings in other areas.
Typically this might include content fil-
tering for HTTP and SMTP Proxies,
advanced reporting, caching or even

anti-virus scanning abilities. >)
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WATCHGUARD
FIREBOX
fit 4500
Overview: The Firebox 4500 is top of the

Firebox product range, and is based upon

an AMD rack-mounted platform. Rather

than rely on a conventional hard disk for

storage, the Firebox has a small 8mb flash

disk that contains both the operating sys-

tem and the firewall itself. The OS is based

on a highly customised version of Linux,

based upon the 2.2 Kernei. The manage-

ment and logging is encrypted over the

network to a separate Windows-based

PC, making the Firebox suitable for'lights-
out' operations. This model has three fast-

ethernet interfaces, but cannot be upgrad-

ed, although the 4500 has a VPN

accelerator card installed as standard.

How much? The Firebox lll 4500 costs

[7,035 and would usually be recommend-

ed for up to 5,000 users.

Getting started: The CD provided

includes all the software required to install

the client and logging software and starts

awizard to configure the interfaces, pass-

words and set up a couple of NAT rules for
inbound services. The initial configuration

can be downloaded directly to the Firebox

using a cross-over cable, but the supplied

serral cable seemed to be more reliable.

Once the configuration has been pushed

down, the firewall is ready to use and the

default policy allows all outbound services

and blocks all inbound.

ln the box: The Firebox policy is controlled

on a per-service basis. Once the service

has been added, the direction of flow can

be controlled. For example, the HTTP

services, inbound connections are

enabled and denied, outbound connec-

tions are allowed from authenticated users

to anywhere. For inbound connections,

NAT is also configured from the same serv-

ice window.

Logging can be fine-tuned and several of
the standard services (such as SMTP and

HTTP) have optional proxies that can be

used to filter and further control policies.

Policy management can become a little
confusing when you have multiple rules

dealing with the same servrce; for the )l
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.(( test network it needed two separate

rules for mail delivery to the mail relay, then

to the exchange server on the inside. For

most networks this won't be a significant

problem, but for networks with complicat-

ed rule-sets dealing with similar services

this may be an issue. Additionally, it is not

always clear as to which order the rules will

be processed in.

WatchGuard claims that the Firebox will

process over 100Mbs of 3DES traffic and

197Mbs of stateful filtered connections.

There are no licence restrictions on the

number of lP addresses or users support-

ed and, as standard, there is a host of fea-

tures, including branch-office VPNs and

PPTP VPNs, filtering SMTP and DNS prox-

ies and the HTTP proxy offers content fil-

tering using the common CyberNOT data-

base. Basic IDS functionality is also

included and the reporting module, the

Host-Watch (a real-time graphical view of

connections coming in and out of the net-

work) and Firebox Monitor (bandwidth

monitoring utility) could show Firewall-1 a

thing or two.

The SMTP proxy makes a nice job of fil-

tering non-RFC headers and stripping un-

wanted attachments such as .VBS, and in

some cases removes a percentage of the

need for a mail relay. User authentication is

handled by a java applet that is accessible

by a web browser and will happily talk to NT

domain controllers and RADIUS, along with

its own internal user accounts. Although

WatchGuard and ISS cite each other as

technology padners, there doesn't seem to

be any integration between the Firebox and

any third-party intrusion detection suites.

Extras:

/PSEC 3DES Client Licences can be pur-

chased for !194 for a five-pack with a per-

sonal firewall.

VPN Manager - this great additional extra

for multiple VPN sites costs t5,630.

O Advantages:
High per{ormance; fantastic value

O Disadvantages: Limited interfaces; lack

of large enterprise appeal

ISM VERDICT

A good all-rounder with plenty of extras

and real SME appeal, doing exactlY

what it says on the box and with

; minimum fuss.

Overview: The NetScreen 204 is based on a Fesearch Machines 233mhz processor with the

firewall processing performed on hardware by dedicated Application Specific lntegrated

Circuit (ASIC) processors (similar to those found on hrgh-performance network and graphics

cards). The firewall has a small, expandable flash memory and 12BMb of RAM. The self-

contained ScreenOS operating system was written from scratch and stands at a tiny 2Mb'

Management is performed using a web-based GUI or SSH/Telnet command line The NS204

model has four fast ethernet interfaces as standard, one of which can be configured for a high-

availability solution.

How much? The NetScreen 204 RBP's at t9,285, with software maintenance including 24/7

technical suPPorl at RRP ll ,578.

Getting started: Connecting to a default lP dddress with a web browser to set the initial lP

details starls the configuration of the 204. By default, the firewall is configured in transparent

mode and .ihe first task is to change to the conventional routed mode. The startup documen-

taiion takes you through the process of moving the interfaces in and out o{ zones and during

the configuration the 204 turns off all the management services on the internal interJace and

use o{ the GUI becomes impossible without a reboot. NetScreen's supplier told us that it was

a known fault that has been fixed in version 4.0 of the firmware, due for release very soon'

After correcting this issue by re-enabling the web interface from the command line, the

process of configuring the policy was very straightforward'

ln the box: Each 2O4 intedace has to be placed into a zone of trust. There are four defaults -
Trust. non-Trust. DMZ and Null. Rules are built up by specifying source and destination zones

followed by source and destination groups and services. The GUI forces the use of groups for

everything. allowing one object or group of objects to be specified in a rule, thus making

administration slightly long-winded. This mode of policy implementation allows all rules that

apply to a flow of traffic between two zones of trust to be vrewed together, enabling a view of

what is allowed into the DMZ across the entire rule-base.

The manufacturer's performance figures for the 1u NS204 are outstanding - 200Mbs of 3DES

traffic and 4OOMbs of stateful filtering. Netscreen does not place any restrictions on the num-

ber of users or IPs protected and is only limited to 128,000 concurrent connections. Unusually'

this fjrewall comes with bandwidth management as standard, as this can be a costly extra for

other devrces. The management is integrated directly into the rule-base and allows guaranteed

peak and priority for all traffic types. AIso as standard is a fully-fledged internal Cedificate

Authority (CA) for remote user and branch-office VPNs, along with RADIUS, SecurelD or LDAP

authentication modules. Historically, one of NetScreen's biggest selling points has been its

Denial of Service (DoS) protection - it is seemingly immune from around 25 common DoS

attacks and, during the testing phase, it handled eveMhing that was thrown at it.

Extras:

Content Filtering - Handled by direct integration with an external Websense server, which

makes more sense than attempting to do it all on one box. Unfodunately, Websense has to

be purchased seParatelY.

VpN Ctient Software - VPN is included as standard on all NetScreen devices and client soft-

ware can be purchased for e89 (10 users) to t1,853 (unlimited users).

Globat Manager Pro Express - Delivered on a Sun Netra server with a separate Windows GUI

component, this extra allows centralised policy management, monitoring and reporling for up

to 10.000 devices.

O Advantages: High performance; many extras come as standard

G Disadvantages: Frustrating interface and setup; ASICs make upgrade difficult

ISM VERDICT

Massively power{ul, full of safety features; only let down by frustrating setup difficulties'
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coructustoN:
All of the products reviewed have their
own strengths and weaknesses, but are
all ultimately good at doing their job.

Therefore, a decrsion to purchase should
come down to your business' particular
environment and requirements.

Pure security theory states that you
should go for a stateful firewall which
refers to all of the products tested.
Checkpoint may have invented the term
and holds the patents, but the imitations
are equally strong.

Checkpoint is undeniably the most flex-
ible and scalable firewall reviewed, and if
you are making a strategic security deci-
sion in the near future. Checkpoint is a
logical move if you will be looking to pro-
tect multiple sites. Watchguard is a clean,
simple and efficient solution for the small-
er independent office.

lf you are comfoftable with the Cisco
machine, it becomes an obvious choice.
Cisco products tend to be supplied and
supporled by Cisco houses and not
security expeds, thus in-house knowl-
edge becomes crucial.

NetScreen is a good tactical product
with high throughput, and is secure and
strong in a single-site deployment.
NetScreen is very much the new kid on
the block - this results in a product that is
aggressive in both pricing and market
approach.
Of all the products reviewed, the

Checkpoint and Cisco products lend
themselves to enterprise deployment,
while both WatchGuard and NetScreen
provide more functionality out-of-the box,
sometimes at the expense of scalablity.

Ultimately, the decision should come
down to what is required by your corpo-
rate network, rather than what features
are provided for what cost. rsm

ISM TESTING IAB
MIS Corporate Defence
Solutions is one of the UK's
longest standing security spe-
cific organisations and pro-
vides an unbiased approach
to security consultancy and
services. For more informa-
tion, go to www.mis-cds.com
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